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EQUIVALENCES FOR BLOCKS OF THE WEYL GROUPS

RADHA KESSAR

(Communicated by Ronald M. Solomon)

Abstract. We describe the source algebras of the blocks of the Weyl groups
of type B and type D in terms of the source algebras of the blocks of the
symmetric groups. As a consequence, we show that Puig’s conjecture on the
finiteness of the number of isomorphism classes of source algebras for blocks
of finite groups with a fixed defect group holds for these classes of groups. We
also show how certain isomorphisms between subalgebras of block algebras of
the symmetric groups can be lifted to block algebras of the Weyl groups of
type B.

1. Introduction

Let p be a prime number and let (O, K, k) be a p-modular system, i.e. O is
a complete discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal J(O), k = O/J(O) is its
residue field with characteristic p and K is its field of quotients with characteristic
zero; we assume that k is algebraically closed. By a p-block of a finite group G, we
mean a central idempotent of the group algebra OG. Recall that a source algebra
of b is an algebra of the form iOGi, where P is a defect group of G and i is a
primitive idempotent of (OGb)P , such that b is in the image of the relative trace
map TrG

P ((OG)P i(OG)P ). Equivalently, i is characterized as belonging to a local
point of P on OGb. A source algebra iOGi of b is naturally an interior P -algebra
via the homomorphism which maps an element x of P to the element ix of iOGi
(for details see [T], §38).

The Weyl group Bn is the wreath product of the group of order 2 with Sn. We
will find it convenient to use the following description for it. For a finite set U , we
denote by E(U) the finite elementary abelian 2-group with a distinguished basis U ,
i.e.

E(U) = 〈u : u ∈ U, u2 = 1, uvuv = 1〉,
by E0(U), the subgroup of E(U) of index two which is generated by elements uv,
u, v ∈ U , and by S(U) the symmetric group of the set U .

Given E(U), the action of S(U) on the elements of U naturally extends to an
action of S(U) on E(U) (via σ(uv) = σu σv) and this action leaves invariant the
subgroup E0(U). If we put

B(U) := E(U) n S(U)
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and

D(U) := E0(U) n S(U),

then B(U) and D(U) are respectively the Weyl groups W (B|U|) and W (D|U|+1).
For a subset X of U , let us denote by τX the trivial character of E(X) and by

τ∗X the irreducible character of E(X) which takes the value −1 on any element x
of X . Let eX and e∗X denote the central idempotents of KE(X) corresponding
respectively to the character τX and the character τ∗X .

The block theory of B(U) divides naturally into the case where p = 2 and the
case where p is odd. Since E(U) is a normal 2-subgroup of B(U) which is its
own centralizer, B(U) has only one 2-block. On the other hand, when p is odd,
Clifford theory easily yields a parametrization of the p-blocks of B(U) in terms of
the p-blocks of the symmetric groups (see [JK], [P1]). We state below the relevant
results, which were first described in [O1] and [O2].

From now on, unless we explicitly state otherwise, we assume that p is an odd
prime. Let U = U1 ∪ U2 be a partition of U into disjoint nonempty subsets. Since
p is odd the central idempotents eU1 and e∗U2

of KE(U1) and KE(U2) respectively
are blocks of E(U1) and E(U2); hence eU1e

∗
U2

is a block of E(U) and, further, the
stabilizer of eU1e

∗
U2

under the conjugation action of B(U) on the algebra OE(U) is
given by

StabB(U)(eU1e
∗
U2

) = B(U1)×B(U2).

For i = 1, 2 let b̃i be a block of S(Ui). Clearly, since E(U) is abelian, the idempotent
eU1e

∗
U2

b̃1b̃2 is a block of B(U1) × B(U2) and it follows by the theory of covering
blocks (see Theorem 5.10, Chapter 5, of [NT]) that the idempotent

b := TrB(U)
B(U1)×B(U2)

(eU1e
∗
U2

b̃1b̃2)

is a block of B(U) and that all blocks of B(U) can be described in this way.
It also follows that, if for i = 1, 2, Pi is a defect group of b̃i, then P := P1 × P2

is a defect group of b.
Let us fix a partition U = U1 ∪ U2 of U into disjoint subsets, and a block b of

B(U) as defined above. We also fix a defect group P = P1 × P2 of b as above.
The associate of the block b is the block of B(U) given by

ba := TrB(U)
B(U1)×B(U2)(e

∗
U1

eU2 b̃1b̃2).

Note that b is equal to its own associate if and only if there is an involution σ of
S(U) such that σU1 = U2 and σ b̃1 = b̃2. In the following theorem, whenever b is
self-associate, we will assume a fixed choice of such a σ. Also, we will assume in
this case that P2 = σP1.

Theorem 1.1. (i) For i = 1, 2 let ti belong to a local point of Pi on OS(Ui)b̃i.
Then the interior P1 × P2-algebra t1OS(U1)t1 ⊗O t2OS(U1)t2 is isomorphic to a
source algebra of the block b of B(U).

(ii) If b is not self-associate, then b
′

:= b + ba is a block of D(U) with defect
group P , and there is an interior D(U)-algebra isomorphism

OD(U)b
′ ' OB(U)b

which induces an interior P -algebra isomorphism between a source algebra for b
and a source algebra of b

′
.
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(iii) If b is self-associate, and P is not the identity group, the idempotent b is a
block of OD(U). Further, if t1 and t2 in (i) are such that t2 = σt1 then a source
algebra for b when b is considered as a block of D(U) is isomorphic as interior P -
algebra to the crossed product of t1OS(U1)t1⊗O t2OS(U1)t2 with the group algebra
O〈σ〉. In other words, it is isomorphic to the algebra which as O-module is the
module

t1OS(U1)t1 ⊗O t2OS(U1)t2 ⊗O O〈σ〉,
with multiplication defined by

(a1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ σ)(a
′
1 ⊗ a

′
2 ⊗ σi) = a1

σa
′
2 ⊗ a2

σa
′
1 ⊗ σσi,

(a1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ 1〈σ〉)(a
′
1 ⊗ a

′
2σ

i) = a1a
′
1 ⊗ a2a

′
2 ⊗ σi,

for a1, a
′
1 in A1, a2, a

′
2 in A2, i = 1, 2, and where the interior P -algebra structure

is given by

g1 × g2 → g11t1OS(U1)t1 ⊗ σg21t2OS(U1)t2 ⊗ 1〈σ〉,

for g1 in P1 and g2 in P2.

Corollary 1.2. Puig’s conjecture (see [B2]) is true for the blocks of the Weyl
groups of type B and type D for all primes p. Hence, it holds for all Weyl groups.
In other words, for a fixed p-group P there are only finitely many isomorphism
classes of interior P -algebras that are source algebras for blocks of the Weyl groups
which have defect groups isomorphic to P .

In [S] Scopes showed that the existence of a certain combinatorial relationship
between two blocks of two symmetric groups which have isomorphic defect groups
forces the corresponding block algebras to be Morita equivalent. In [P2], Puig
extended these results to show that this combinatorial relationship in fact forces
an explicit isomorphism between certain subalgebras of the block algebras of the
concerned blocks. The next theorem is a Clifford theoretic “lift” of Puig’s result to
the Weyl groups of type B. We will say that two blocks of two symmetric groups
are Scopes related if they are connected to each other in the same way as the two
blocks of Theorem 1.7 of [P2].

Let b be as before a block of B(U) and suppose that V1 is a subset of U1 such
that c̃1 is a block of S(V1) with P1 as defect group. Put V := V1 ∪ U2 and let c be
the block of B(V ) defined by

c := TrB(V )
B(V1)×B(U2)

(eU1 c̃1 ⊗ e∗U2
b̃2).

Note that cOB(U)bc is naturally an interior B(V )×B(U −V )-algebra via the map
which sends an element x of B(V ) × B(U − V ) to the element xbc of cOB(U)bc,
and we shall assume this interior B(V )×B(U−V )-algebra structure for cOB(U)bc
in the theorem below. Also, note that since S(U − V ) is a quotient of B(U − V ),
OS(U − V ) is naturally a B(U − V ) module, and this gives EndO(OS(U − V )) an
interior B(U − V ) algebra structure.

We are now ready to state our theorem.

Theorem 1.3. Suppose that b̃1 and c̃1 are Scopes related. Then we have an iso-
morphism of interior B(V )×B(U − V )-algebras

OB(V )c⊗O EndO(OS(U − V )) ' cOB(U)bc.(1.1)
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2. Some results on the induction of interior G-algebras

All the results in this section can either be found in section 16 of [T] or are easy
consequences of results given there. Hence, except for Proposition 2.4, we omit
giving proofs.

Let G be a finite group, H a subgroup of G and B an interior G-algebra. Recall
that the algebra IndG

H(B) is an interior G-algebra which as an O-module is the
O-module OG⊗OH B ⊗OH OG with multiplication defined by

(x⊗ t⊗ y)(x
′ ⊗ t

′ ⊗ y
′
) =

{
x⊗ tyx

′
t
′ ⊗ y

′
if yx

′ ∈ H,

0 if yx
′ 6∈ H

for x, x
′
, y, y

′
in G and t in B; the interior G-algebra structure of IndG

H(B) is defined
by the map

φ : G → IndG
H(B), g →

∑
x∈G/H

gx⊗ 1B ⊗ x−1.

The (OG,OG) bimodule structure on IndG
H(B) induced by left and right multi-

plication by elements φ(g) coincides with the natural (OG,OG) bimodule structure
on OG⊗OH B ⊗OH OG. In other words, we have

φ(g)(f ⊗ t⊗ f
′
) = gf ⊗ t⊗ f

′
and (f ⊗ t⊗ f

′
)φ(g) = gf ⊗ t⊗ f

′
g.

For the next lemma, recall that if A is an interior G-algebra, X a subgroup of G
and j an idempotent of AX , then jAj is naturally an interior X-algebra via the
map which sends the element x of X to the element xj of jAj.

Lemma 2.1. Let H be a subgroup of G and B an interior H-algebra. Put A =
IndG

H(B). Further, suppose that X and Y are subgroups of G with X ∩H = Y , and
that i is an idempotent of BY . Then a left transversal of Y in X can be extended
to a left transversal of H in G. In A, let j =

∑
x∈X/Y x ⊗ i ⊗ x−1. Then j is

an idempotent of AX , and further, there is a canonical isomorphism of interior
X-algebras,

IndX
Y (iBi) ' jAj, x⊗ t⊗ y → x⊗ t⊗ y (x, y ∈ X, t ∈ iBi).

We also have

Lemma 2.2. Let D be a finite group, T an interior D-algebra and B an interior
H-algebra. There is an isomorphism of interior G×D-algebras

IndG×D
H×D(B ⊗O T ) ' IndG

H(B)⊗O T, x⊗ (t⊗ s)⊗ y → (x⊗ t⊗ y)⊗ s

for x, y in G, t in B, and s in T .

A central point in the proof of Theorem 1.1 will be the following proposition,
which is Proposition 16.6 of [T].

Proposition 2.3. Let A be an interior G-algebra and let H be a subgroup of G.
Assume that there exists an idempotent i of AH such that 1A = TrG

H(i) and i gi = 0
for all g ∈ G−H. Then there is an isomorphism of interior G-algebras

IndG
H(iAi) ' A, x⊗ t⊗ y → xty (x, y ∈ G, t ∈ iAi).

The above proposition immediately gives the following Clifford theoretic result.
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Proposition 2.4. Let E be a normal subgroup of G, e a block of E and H the
stabilizer of e in G. Let i be a block of H covering e and put b = TrG

H(i). Then
there is an isomorphism of interior G-algebras

IndG
H(OHi) ' OGb, x⊗ t⊗ y → xty (x, y ∈ G, t ∈ OHi).

Proof. Let g ∈ G−H . Then

i gi = igig−1 = iegeig−1 = iegeg−1gig−1 = 0

since H is the stablizer of e in G and i is a block of H covering e. Then applying
Proposition 2.3 with A = OGb, we get immediately that there is an isomorphism
of interior G-algebras

IndG
H(iOGbi) ' OGb, x⊗ t⊗ y → xty (x, y ∈ G, t ∈ iOGi).

But the algebra iOGbi is the algebra iOHi, since for any g ∈ G − H , we have
shown above that igi = 0. This proves the proposition.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1

We use the notation of Theorem 1.1. It is clear from Proposition 2.4 and from
the description of b that there is an isomorphism of interior OB(U)-algebras

IndB(U)
B(U1)×B(U2)O(B(U1)×B(U2))eU1e

∗
U2

b̃1b̃2 ' OB(U)b,

x⊗ t⊗ y → xty (x, y ∈ B(U), t ∈ O(B(U1)×B(U2))eU1e
∗
U2

b̃1b̃2).(3.1)

Now, for i = 1, 2, let ti be an element of a local point of Pi on OS(Ui)b̃i. Since

(OS(U1)b̃1 ⊗O OS(U2)b̃2)P ' (OS(U1)b̃1)P1 ⊗O (OS(U2)b̃2)P2

and

((OS(U1)b̃1)P1 ⊗O (OS(U2)b̃2)P2)/J((OS(U1)b̃1)P1 ⊗O (OS(U2)b̃2)P2)

' (OS(U1)b̃1)P1)/J((OS(U1)b̃1)P1)⊗k (OS(U2)b̃2)P2)/J((OS(U2)b̃2)P2),

we see that t1⊗t2 is a primitive idempotent of (OS(U1)b̃1⊗OOS(U2)b̃2)P . Similarly,
we have an isomorphism of Brauer quotients

BrP ((OS(U1)b̃1 ⊗O OS(U2)b̃2)P ) ' BrP1((OS(U1)b̃1)P1)⊗k BrP2((OS(U2)b̃2)P2).

In other words, t1 ⊗ t2 belongs to a local point of P on OS(U1)b̃1 ⊗O OS(U2)b̃2;
hence, using the canonical isomorphism

OS(U1)b̃1 ⊗O OS(U2)b̃2 ' O(S(U1)× S(U2))b̃1b̃2, a1 ⊗ a2 → a1a2,

we have that t1t2 belongs to a local point of P on O(S(U1)× S(U2))b̃1b̃2. Further,
multiplying the term on the left of the above isomorphism on both sides with t1⊗t2
and the term on the right on both sides with t1t2 yields an isomorphism of interior
P -algebras

t1OS(U1)t1 ⊗O t2OS(U2)t2 ' t1t2O(S(U1)× S(U2))t1t2.(3.2)

On the other hand, notice that if we consider O(B(U1) × B(U2))eU1e
∗
U2

b̃1b̃2 as an
interior S(U1)×S(U2)-algebra, then O(B(U1)×B(U2))eU1e

∗
U2

b̃1b̃2 is isomorphic to
the algebra O(S(U1) × S(U2))b̃1b̃2 since for any u in E(U), ueU1e

∗
U2

= ±eU1e
∗
U2

;
in particular these are isomorphic as interior P -algebras. Hence, t1t2 belongs to a
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local point of P on O(B(U1) × B(U2))eU1e
∗
U2

b̃1b̃2 and we have an isomorphism of
interior P -algebras

t1t2O(S(U1)× S(U2))t1t2 ' t1t2O(B(U1)×B(U2))t1t2.(3.3)

Further, by parts (d) and (f) of Proposition 15.1 of [T], 1 ⊗ t1t2 ⊗ 1 belongs to
a local point of P on IndB(U)

B(U1)×B(U2)
O(B(U1) × B(U2))eU1e

∗
U2

b̃1b̃2. Since there is
clearly an interior P -algebra isomorphism

1⊗ t1t2 ⊗ 1(IndB(U)
B(U1)×B(U2)O(B(U1)×B(U2)))1 ⊗ t1t2 ⊗ 1

' t1t2O(B(U1)×B(U2))t1t2,

by multiplying on both sides the term on the left of (3.1) with 1⊗ t1t2 ⊗ 1 and the
term on the right of (3.1) with t1t2, and using the isomorphisms (3.2) and (3.3) we
get part (i) of Theorem 1.1.

We put e := eU1e
∗
U2

+ e∗U1
eU2 . Then it is clear that e is a block of E0(U). For a

finite group G, and a block b of G, recall that Irr(G, b) denotes the set of ordinary
irreducible characters of G that belong to the block b.

By the definition of b it is clear that every element χ of Irr(B(U), b) is the induced
character

IndB(U)
B(U1)×B(U2)

(τU1τ
∗
U2

χ1χ2)

for some elements χ1 of Irr(S(U1), b̃1) and χ2 of Irr(S(U2), b̃2). For the character χ
as above let

χa := IndB(U)
B(U1)×B(U2)

(τ∗U1
τU2χ1χ2).

By Mackey decomposition the restriction of χ to D(U) is given by

Res|D(U)(χ) = IndD(U)
B(U1)×B(U2)∩D(U)(τU1τ

∗
U2

χ1χ2)

= IndD(U)
E0(U)n(S(U1)×S(U2))

τU1τ
∗
U2

(χ1χ2)

= IndD(U)
E0(U)n(S(U1)×S(U2))

τ∗U1
τU2(χ1χ2)

= IndD(U)
B(U1)×B(U2)∩D(U)(τ

∗
U1

τU2χ1χ2)

= Res|D(U)(χa).(3.4)

Also, a character χ of B(U) belongs to the block b of B(U) if and only if χa

belongs to the block ba. So, if b 6= ba, then in particular χ 6= χa for any χ
in Irr(B(U), b) and using Clifford theory it follows by (3.4) that ResD(U)(χ) =
ResD(U)(χa) is irreducible for all χ in Irr(B(U), b). In particular, b and ba each
cover exactly one block of D(U).

On the other hand, it is clear that

b
′
:= b + ba = TrS(U)

S(U1)×S(U2)eb̃1b̃2

is a central idempotent of D(U). This proves that b
′
is a block of D(U); it is clear

that P is a defect group of b
′
.

It also follows from the above analysis that

Irr(D(U), b
′
) = {Res|D(U)χ : χ ∈ Irr(B(U), b)}.

In other words, restriction provides a one to one correspondence between Irr(B(U),b)
and Irr(D(U),b

′
). So, by Theorem 0.1 of [B1], it follows that the block algebras
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OD(U)b
′

and OB(U)b are isomorphic via the map which sends an element a of
OD(U)b

′
to the element ab of OB(U)b. This is clearly an isomorphism of inte-

rior D(U)-algebras and in particular, it induces an interior P -algebra isomorphism
between a source algebra of b

′
and a source algebra of b. This proves part (ii) of

Theorem 1.1.
The proof of the third part of Theorem 1.1 depends heavily on the following

result which is a special case of Theorem 5.5 of [P2].

Proposition 3.1. Let L be a normal subgroup of N and let f be a block of L
normalized by N . Assume that CN (P ) ⊂ L where P is a defect group of f . Let γ
be a local point of P on OLf and Hβ a pointed group on OLf such that Pγ ⊂ Hβ.
Then β is contained in a point of H on ON , i.e. elements of β remain primitive
in the algebra (ON)H .

Proof. See [P2], Theorem 5.5 (i) and Remark 5.6.

Note that if we take H = L, the above theorem yields that if CN (P ) ⊂ L, then
f is a block of N .

Let us assume from now on that b is self-associate and let σ be as in part (iii)
of Theorem 1.1. Clearly, σ(eU1e

∗
U2

) = e∗U1
eU2 ; hence if we denote by T the group

(S(U1)× S(U2)) n 〈σ〉, then it is clear from the description of b that

b = TrD(U)
E0(U)nT (eb̃1b̃2).(3.5)

Now the idempotent eb̃1b̃2 is a block of the normal subgroup E0(U) n 〈S(U1)×
S(U2)〉 of E0(U) n T , and it has P as a defect group. Since we are under the
assumption that P = P1 × P2 is not the identity group, we certainly have

CE0(U)nT (P ) = CE0(U)n〈S(U1)×S(U2)〉(P )(3.6)

and hence by Proposition 3.1 applied with L = E0(U) n 〈S(U1) × S(U2)〉, N =
E0(U) n T , f = eb̃1b̃2 and H = L, we have that eb̃1b̃2 is a block of E0(U) n T .
Since E0(U) n T is the stabilizer in D(U) of the block e of E0(U), it follows by
Theorem 5.5, Chapter 5 of [NT] and by (3.5), that b is a block of D(U).

So, applying Proposition 2.4 with E = E0(U), H = E0 n T , and i = eb̃1b̃2, we
get that there is an isomorphism of interior D(U)-algebras

IndD(U)
E0(U)nT eb̃1b̃2O(E0(U) n T ) ' OD(U)b.

In particular, it follows just as for (i) that a source algebra for b as a block of
D(U) is isomorphic as interior P -algebra to a source-algebra for the block eb̃1b̃2 of
E0(U) n T , and this in turn is clearly isomorphic to a source algebra for the block
b̃1b̃2 of the group T .

On the other hand, let t1 and t2 = σt1 be as in Theorem 1.1 (iii). Then, just
as for the proof of (i), t1t2 belongs to a local point of P on S(U1) × S(U2). Now,
in view of (3.6), it follows by Proposition 3.1 applied with L = S(U1) × S(U2),
f = b̃1b̃2, N = T and H = P that t1t2 belongs to a local point of P on OT b̃1b̃2. In
other words, t1t2OT t1t2 is a source algebra for the block b̃1b̃2 of the group T .

Define the O-linear map

φ : t1OS(U1)t1 ⊗O t2OS(U2)t2 ⊗O O〈σ〉 → t1t2OT t1t2, a⊗ a
′ ⊗ σi → a a

′
σi
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for a ∈ t1OS(U1)t1, a
′ ∈ t2OS(U2)t2 and i = 1, 2. Then, since t2 = σt1, it is easy

to check that φ is an isomorphism of interior P -algebras. This completes the proof
of part (iii) of Theorem 1.1.

It remains to prove Corollary 1.2. Since the groups B(U) and D(U) each have
only one 2-block we only need to prove the result when p is odd. Let us fix a
nonidentity p-group P and let b be a block of B(U). Then, by Theorem 1.1 there
are p-groups P1 and P2 such that P = P1 × P2 and a source algebra for b is
isomorphic to the tensor product A1⊗A2 of the source algebras A1 and A2 of blocks
of two symmetric groups which have P1 and P2 respectively as defect groups. By
paragraph 1.8 of [P2], there are only finitely many possibilities (up to interior Pi-
algebra isomorphism) for each Ai, and since, for a fixed P , there are only finitely
many possibilities for P1 and P2 the result holds for the p-blocks of the groups
B(U). The result for the groups D(U) follows in the same way since by parts (ii)
and (iii) the source algebras of a block of D(U) are isomorphic either to a tensor
product of source algebras of blocks of symmetry of these source algebras with the
group algebra of the group of order 2. Since the only infinite families of Weyl groups
are the symmetric groups and the groups of type B and D, it follows that Puig’s
conjecture is true for the Weyl groups.

4. Proof of Theorem 1.3

By the description of b and c, we get that in OB(U),

bc = bTrB(V )
B(V1)×B(U2)eV1e

∗
U2

c̃1b̃2

= TrB(V )
B(V1)×B(U2)

beV1e
∗
U2

c̃1b̃2

= TrB(V )
B(V1)×B(U2)

(TrB(U)
B(U1)×U2

(eU1e
∗
U2

)b̃1b̃2)eV1e
∗
U2

c̃1b̃2

= TrB(V )
B(V1)×B(U2)

(
∑

x∈S(U)/S(U1)×S(U2)

(e xU1e
∗

xU2
) xb̃1

xb̃2)eV1e
∗
U2

c̃1b̃2

= TrB(V )
B(V1)×B(U2)

(
∑

x∈S(U)/S(U1)×S(U2)

xb̃1
xb̃2e xU1e

∗
xU2

eV1e
∗
U2

c̃1b̃2).(4.1)

Now for any x in S(U), e xU1e
∗

xU2
eV1e

∗
U2

= e xU1e
∗
xU2

if V1 ⊂ xU1 and U2 ⊂ xU2

and is zero otherwise. Moroever, U2 ⊂ xU2 if and only if x ∈ S(U1)×S(U2). Hence,
from (4.1) we get that

bc = TrB(V )
B(V1)×B(U2)(eU1e

∗
U2

c̃1b̃1b̃2).(4.2)

It is clear from (4.2) that in OB(U)b, the idempotent bc is the image under the
isomorphism in (3.1) of the element

j :=
∑

x∈B(V )/B(V1)×B(U2)

x⊗ eU1e
∗
U2

b̃1c̃1b̃2 ⊗ x−1

of IndB(U)
B(U1)×B(U2)

O(B(U1) × B(U2))eU1e
∗
U2

b̃1b̃2 and that j is centralized by the
group B(V ) × B(U − V ). Hence, multiplying the algebra on the left of (3.1) on
both sides by the idempotent j and the algebra on the right of (3.1) on both sides
by the idempotent bc, we get an isomorphism of interior B(V )×B(U−V )-algebras

j(IndB(U)
B(U1)×B(U2)

O(B(U1)×B(U2))eU1e
∗
U2

b̃1c̃1b̃2)j ' cOB(U)bc.(4.3)
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On the other hand, by Lemma 2.1 applied with G = B(U), H = B(U1) ×
B(U2), B = O(B(U1)× B(U2))eU1e

∗
U2

b̃1b̃2, X = B(V ) × B(U − V ), Y = B(V1) ×
B(U − V ) × B(U2) and i = eU1e

∗
U2

b̃1c̃1b̃2, we get that there is an isomorphism of
interior B(V )×B(U − V )-algebras

j(IndB(U)
B(U1)×B(U2)O(B(U1)×B(U2))eU1e

∗
U2

b̃1b̃2)j(4.4)

' IndB(V )×B(U−V )
B(V1)×B(U−V )×B(U2)c̃1O(B(U1)×B(U2))eU1e

∗
U2

b̃1c̃1b̃2

and hence, composing the inverse of this isomorphism with the isomorphism of
(4.3), we get an isomorphism of interior B(V )×B(U − V )-algebras

IndB(V )×B(U−V )
B(V1)×B(U−V )×B(U2)c̃1O(B(U1)×B(U2))eU1e

∗
U2

b̃1c̃1b̃2 ' cOB(U)bc.(4.5)

Also, note that there is a canonical interior B(V1)×B(U − V )×B(U2)-algebra
isomorphism

c̃1O(B(U1)×B(U2))eU1e
∗
U2

b̃1c̃1b̃2 ' c̃1OB(U1)eU1 b̃1c̃1 ⊗O OB(U2)e∗U2
b̃2.(4.6)

Now, since b̃1 and c̃1 are Scopes related, by Theorem 1.7 of [P2], we have that there
is an interior S(V1)× S(U − V )-algebra isomorphism

OS(V1)c̃1 ⊗O EndO(OS(U − V )) ' c̃1OS(U1)b̃1c̃1.(4.7)

For any x in E(V1)× E(U − V ), xeU1 = eU1 and xeV1 = eV1 ; hence the isomor-
phism (4.7) yields an interior B(V1)×B(U − V )-algebra isomorphism

OB(V1)eV1 c̃1 ⊗O EndO(OS(U − V )) ' c̃1OB(U1)eU1 b̃1c̃1.(4.8)

Then (4.5), (4.6) and (4.8) yield an interior B(V ) × B(U − V )-algebra isomor-
phism

IndB(V )×B(U−V )
B(V1)×B(U−V )×B(U2)

(OB(V1)eU1 c̃1 ⊗O EndO(OS(U − V ))⊗O OB(U2)e∗U2
b̃2)

(4.9)

' cOB(U)bc.

Now, applying Lemma 2.2 with T = EndO(OS(U−V )), H = B(V1)×B(U − V )
× B(U2), G = B(V ) × B(U − V ), and B = OB(V1)eU1 c̃1 ⊗O OB(U2)e∗U2

b̃2, (4.9)
yields interior B(V )×B(U − V )-algebra isomorphisms

cOB(U)bc

(4.10)

' (IndB(V )
B(V1)×B(U2)

OB(V1)eV1 c̃1 ⊗O OB(U2)e∗U2
b̃2)⊗O EndO(OS(U − V ))

' (IndB(V )
B(V1)×B(U2)

O(B(V1)×B(U2))eV1e
∗
U2

c̃1b̃2)⊗O EndO(OS(U − V )).

On the other hand, as for (3.1), we have that

IndB(V )
B(V1)×B(U2)O(B(V1)×B(U2))eV1e

∗
U2

c̃1b̃2 ' OB(V )c(4.11)

as interior B(V )-algebras.
Then the isomorphisms (4.10) and (4.11) immediately yield the isomorphism

desired in (1.1).
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